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Transition Math Grades K-1 helps kindergartners and first graders develop the math skills they need

the most. This beautiful full color workbook's math curriculum incorporates the Common Core State

Standards for Mathematics as well as standards published by the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM).
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I love this book because it has time and money, fractions, four shapes, color shapes, draw shapes,

find shapes,addition, write the numbers, how man?y, match how many, color how many, count color

write, find the numbers, write the numbers, dot to dot, which set is greater, which set has more, one

more, two more, which number is less, which set has fewer, one less, two less, what belongs

between, draw missing objects, what comes after, what comes before, money, count money, how

much does it cost, and what I learned reviews ( 4 pages of that) . I use this book to homeschool my

daughter she is 5 1/2 .I hope this review helps..

This is a good workbook to gage if your child is ready to move from kindergarten to first grade math.

It includes practice writing numbers 0-20, number order, more/greater, fewer/less, adding one more,

adding two more, geometric shapes and identifying patterns.My favorite section introduced fractions

with shapes split into two, with equal and unequal parts. Also, telling time by the hour, and matching

analog clocks with digital faces.Another excellent section identifies the value of a penny, a nickel,

and a dime by counting and comparing amounts. The last section is a review of everything that was



taught in the workbook.I recommend following up with Math Readiness, also by School Zone.

My son isn't in kindergarten until this fall, but I wanted to get him a good math book to work on over

the summer. This one is a great one to help him transition into the value of the numbers. The

progress that the book takes is great, and I can already tell that he is grasping more each time. He

enjoys doing it, as there are activities in it that involve coloring. If you are looking for a book to help

your child with math at home, I would highly suggest this one.

My son just started kindergarten, and the first night we got this book, he did close to 15 pages! He

loved it, and he learned so much the very first night. He even requested to do the workbook the next

night without asking to play a game on my phone!

My kids love activity books and start going through them at a very young age. Now my 4.5 years old

does this one and it is a bit on the easy side

As a home school mom I look for other things to keep my kids interested, this does hat with my

kindergartner. He loves it.

My daughter loves the book. She went through the workbook at about two per day. She enjoyed

seeing things she understood.
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